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"D-Deep?" Lily felt embarrassed. "I was just being honest…" 

"Well, you're right, everyone is doing everything they can." Rose sighed. "I am guessing it is still too early 

for stuff to begin getting really… messy, but trust me, it will get really messy as time goes on. It still early 

for now, but once months passes, or even a year… We might start seeing criminals using magic openly, 

developing countries being terrorized by super powered cartels or terrorist groups, and add monsters, 

gates, and possibly dungeons to that." 

"Ugh… It looks grim now." Lily sighed. 

"But if there was already magic and super powered people like you guys before, how come we've never 

seen criminals openly using these powers before?" Mark asked. "I mean, if they were strong enough, 

what stopped them?" 

"Ah, well, there have been actually many incidents through history provoked due to battles between 

magicians or supernatural people." Sighed Rose. "But simply put, the government does a great job at 

covering it all up and making it seem as if it they are natural tragedies. As you can already tell, normal 

people can't see magic as it is, so they only see destruction when fights break on. And if some people 

without power somehow happen to find out…" Rose's eyes glowed bright red. 

"D-Don't tell me you guys would…?" I asked, fearing the worst. 

"Hahaha, it depends, but nah. Even the most strict families and agencies in other countries will simply 

use magic to delete these memories from people… But nothing more than that, outright killing civilians 

is not something they would do." Sighed Rose. "Of course, there are exceptions, but those exceptions 

are what we chase down and hunt." She smiled. 

"The things that have yet to come are certainly worrying…" Mark sighed. "Well, for now, we should just 

talk about what we actually came here for, right?" 

"Oh yeah!" Mark thankfully reminded me. "I… Well, I do have certain abilities that can help me craft 

magic items, as you can see." I said. "I was thinking on anonymously selling some of these products to 

SWORD." 

"Oh?!" Rose felt suddenly excited. "Really?! Actually, there's a whole underworld "black market" where 

people can sell magic items and the like… Maybe through our connection, we could sell these products 

anonymously for you, how about it?" 

"Is it possible?" I asked. 

"Yeah! Though only agents or registered people can do this…" Rose said. "But I can do it for you, though, 

do you really trust me that much?" 

"Well, it is more like that's what I want to believe." I sighed. "You don't seem like a bad person, Rose. 

And I helped you back then, and you helped me back as well… I want to trust you." 
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Rose raised her eyebrows, feeling taken aback. 

"Ugh, fine… This would be weird back then, but now that magic stuff and people with powers are slowly 

being normalized, the Black Market is probably going to go public eventually, and I can see Hunters 

widely selling stuff too." She sighed. "I'll make a profile using my agency's account and… Here, I sent you 

a special app through Whatsapp, download it to join, I sent you the info to access this profile within our 

agency's account." 

"So fast?! Is this okay? Is your boss not going to get mad?" I asked. 

"Yeah, he won't?" Mark asked. 

"I-I feel like we're messing around with stuff we shouldn't be messing around with!" Lily felt slightly 

afraid. 

"Don't be such a coward, Lily." Rita crossed her arms. 

"Nah, I already sent him a message and he swiftly approved of this, after all it can be a good opportunity 

to make some more equipment for our agency." Sighed Rose. "Recently we got a nice haul of materials 

from your hometown, and that giant skeleton's hand was really valuable too, enough that it can even 

satisfy the demon inside of Albert." 

"I-I see… Okay then." I nodded. I had used Spirit Gaze to inspect Rose a bit… Whenever people is lying or 

has malicious intents, my eyes can tell as they exude a black or red aura. 

However, Rose had a very welcoming green to blue aura, she was actually being genuinely nice. Maybe 

she's interested in our strength as allies and seeing a good opportunity to make money and help her 

agency. 

I dislike being this cautious sometimes because it shows I don't totally trust her… But quite honestly, it 

had to be done. 

"Yeah, she's a bit mysterious, and so the agency…" The Great Spirit said. "But they're actually good 

people, I remember seeing that Reagan's soul. He's very strong, but righteous, and nice. His soul and 

personality were similar to those of heroes from Arcadia, such as the Mushroom Hero, to an extent." 

Even the Great Spirit seemed to have given a positive verdict to their trustworthiness, I suppose I can 

relax for a bit and make sure to take advantage of this new opportunity. 

"Before putting anything, however, send me a message and some info about the products, so we can 

inspect them." Said Rose. "Sometimes we'll want to buy them ourselves, so you could give us this 

privilege of priority, how about it?" 

"I suppose it is fair." I nodded. "But how exactly do I… send it to these people?" 

"Oh, it comes included with the App, after all, this is a Magic App that has been created by a Wizard 

Organization in Britain." Rose smiled. "Once you use the account, you'll be able to transfer items inside 

the auction and also retrieve them through a space-time structure, it's really convenient! And it has 

already been approved as safe by every country that has been given access to this application." 

"W-Wow… Is this what you would call Magic Amazon?" Wondered Mark. 



"I-I guess that's the name I was trying to think about, hahaha…" I giggled a bit. 

"Once you get back home you can check it out! For now let me show you the ins and outs of how this 

works…" Rose said. 

Like that, we spent a good chunk of our time listening to her. And without realizing it, over two hours 

have gone by and we decided to swiftly go back home. 
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Because we spent so much time chatting with Rose, I ended coming rather late back home, but still 

managed to cook some delicious dinner for my daughter. I was too tired to play BNLO though, so after a 

meal, I decided to sleep and wake up at a nice hour tomorrow to have the whole day to play and do a lot 

of tasks I have yet to do. 

I had also asked my daughter if I could add her in my livestreams but she was reluctant to it… I guess I 

cannot convince her about this yet. Ah, she also told me I should wear less… revealing clothes as Planta. 

But it isn't as if that's my fault, the Dryad Class is better with these types of clothes because we 

shapeshift a lot! 

Anyways, once the next morning came, I went to the bathroom, then prepared breakfast, and 

accompanied my daughter to her school as usual. Although this truth was revealed, nothing seemed to 

have changed as much as I had imagined, although there was a slightly awkward atmosphere between 

the two… which I hope fades away eventually. 

"Have a nice day dear!" I gave her a hug and a kiss in her forehead. 

"Mom you don't have to bring me to school every day now…" She said while blushing a bit. 

"But it has been really dangerous out there lately, so I am worried about you, dear." I sighed. 

"Hah, it isn't as if you could beat a monster if it ever showed up…" She sighed. "Real life's not a game 

where you can revive or have skills…" 

Hahaha… Yeah, about that… 

"B-But still! Anyways, you should get going, Anna and Elisa are waiting for you in the entrance." I sighed, 

giving her a head pat. 

"Alright, see ya." She said, walking away. 

"Phew…" I sighed in relief, as she finally walked away. 

Although revealing her that I am Planta wasn't as difficult, the whole superpower thingy might not be 

something I can tell her straight away for now. 

I observed the school's building for a bit, seeing all the girls walking inside. It was like any other day. It 

makes me feel like all the monsters I fought and everything else I did last week wasn't even real. 

"Phew, now that I have more free time, I should probably go to the gym…" I sighed. 
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"Yeah! If you don't exercise a lot, your physique's going to slowly grow weaker." Said the Great Spirit. 

"Also, you arranged some meetings with Rose to train hand-to-hand combat techniques with her, 

right?" 

"Oh yeah~ It will be two times a week, I'll actually be paying her with enchanting her gear with magic 

and potential cubes, as I promised her." I spoke to the Great Spirit through telepathy. 

"Well, for now- Huh?" Suddenly, both the Great Spirit and I felt… something. 

We glanced back at the school building, as my eyes started glowing, I activated Spirit Gaze once more, 

and looked into every person inside. 

I saw several small auras of mana. I guess a place as big as the School is bound to get some people that 

has the aptitude to awaken magic or an ability… 

Though I could swear there was something else, a bit stronger, and off. 

"You also sensed it?" The Great Spirit asked. 

"Yeah…" I said. "Something similar to the presence Phantasmos and the other Undead gave away, dark 

and powerful, concentrated in somewhere…" 

"Could there be someone in there?" She wondered. 

"I am analyzing everything and I can't sense it again at all, there's no monsters inside either, there are no 

Hollows either…" I said. "Hah, but maybe a ghost or something got inside?" 

"Most likely, better be safe than sorry, let's put a lot of charms around the school and maybe inside." 

Said the Great Spirit. 

"Wait, inside?!" I asked. "That's going to be a bit complicated… I don't have any skill that can just 

outright make me invincible. At most I could try to sneak inside using Blackie's Shadow Magic." 

"Wait, you're telling me you already forgot the big haul of items you got from those guys you PVP'd in 

BNLO?" Asked the Great Spirit. "Check your Inventory a bit." 

"Oh? Right…" I quickly called for Blackie using Summon Familiar, as he appeared right in front of me, 

with a mouse on his mouth. 

"Marao…?" He felt surprised I had interrupted him in the middle of his meal. 

"Sorry Blackie, I'll need your backup!" I apologized. 

"Meow…" He glared at me angrily with his cute olive-colored eyes. When black cats get angry they're a 

bit scary… 

"O-Okay, here." I sighed, pulling out a Hollow Crystal I had saved. "How about this snack?" 

"Meow! Maaoo!" He immediately dropped the rat inside his shadows for later and started begging me 

for the crystal. 

"Hehehe, I knew you couldn't resist it!" I said with a proud smile. 



While leaving him eating that, I looked inside my inventory and then after a few minutes, I took out the 

items that could be useful. Aside from the Shadow Orbs, that allowed me to conjure shadow magic a 

few times before breaking, there were other useful equipment items. 

Although I couldn't see their status IRL like in BNLO, I could already sense their abilities through my 

Spirit Gaze, and I had already slightly checked their in-game status before. 

First, I equipped the [Rogue's Ring (C- Rank)] which enhanced Shadow Magic Effects and Power by +25% 

while enhancing Stealth-type Abilities by +50% when equipped, alongside a bonus to Dexterity and 

Speed. 

And lastly, I put on the [Stealth Coat (C- Rank)] which allows the usage of the [Stealth (C)] Ability and 

further enhances Dexterity and Speed! 

"[Stealth]" 

FLAAASH! 

Suddenly, I felt my mana being slowly drained from my body, as the coat acted as intended, Blackie was 

suddenly incapable of finding me with his own eyes. 

"Meow? Meow?" He began wandering around, looking for me. 

It seems this coat is amazing! It even nullifies odor… 

"I'm here Blackie, calm down-" 

"MEEREOOOWW…!" 

Blackie was shocked, jumping off the floor… 

"Aww, Blackie I'm sorryyy…!" 
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After letting know Blackie of my new Stealth Ability, we used our connection as master and familiar to 

identify each other- well, more for him to be able to tell where I am, even while being completely 

invisible, soundless, and odorless. 

More than anything, this coat is amazing! It's the ultimate Stealth Power. However, the stealth function 

will be turned off whenever I attack, and it has a cooldown of 30 minutes, so I have to be careful not to 

deactivate it ahead of time… 

Like I planned, I spent the next thirty or so minutes conjuring Charms all around the school's perimeter, 

which will repel monsters and hollows, I even set up a few Exorcizing charms because I was feeling 

worried about ghosts. 

And then, I sneaked inside the school and started running around its corridors while the students were 

still in classes… Ah, this felt a bit weird but there's no helping it. 

"Hmm, seems like there's nothing out of the ordinary." The Great Spirit sighed. 
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No matter how much we looked around as I set up charms and protection spells, we couldn't find the 

suspicious presence anywhere else. It either disappeared, was never there or… it hid somewhere. 

"If you guys see anything out of the ordinary, quickly send me a telepathic message, alright?" I asked the 

three skeletons inside of my daughter's shadow. 

"Okay!" 

"There's nothing to report, boss!" 

"Hey, isn't it a bit weird that you're sneaking inside a young girl's school though?" 

I ignored the third message as I made my way outside the school. 

"Phew, well, that was that!" I sighed in relief. "For now, let's go to the gym and then to BNLO." 

"Alright… You better work out those gluteus!" Said the Great Spirit. 

"H-Hey, don't say that out loud, geez…" I felt slightly embarrassed, even though nobody could hear us 

talking. 

… 

"What in the world…?" 

"I-Is she for real?" 

"She doesn't even look like someone that built…" 

"Wait, is she really lifting five hundred kilograms?!" 

As I was working out, I decided to do some heavy lifting to see how far my physical strength had 

developed, so I started trying out more and more weight, until I reached five hundred kilograms and it 

still felt like not enough. 

"Phew…" 

CLANK! 

I rested the enormous weights as I looked back at everyone, I was rather sweaty, and I felt really 

embarrassed with everyone staring at me… 

"Ahahah… That was tiring~" I sighed. 

Suddenly, several young men, the oldest only being around their early twenties approached me… 

"Hey, never seen you around, you were amazing!" 

"What's your name? Someone as strong as you should already be known around here…" 

"D-Do you have a boyfriend?" 

"E-Eh?!" I felt slightly overwhelmed as all these handsome young men approached and flocked around 

me. "I am pretty busy right now so I can't talk~ Gotta put more weight." 



I quickly put six hundred, but then thought that might not be enough, so I added seven hundred 

kilograms. That must at least give me a bit more of a challenge, right? 

"Let's try it again… One, two, three!" 

It went high in an instant, in fact, I didn't even felt any resistance, and my muscles began to get rather 

warm, but I think I could still lift a bit more… 

"One two, one two, one two!" 

I decided to ignore everybody staring as I continued exercising, eventually, even the instructors of the 

gym were looking at me in shock. 

"She's… amazing." 

"Wow, that's Elayne? I do remember her." 

"She's been in here for less than a month and she's gotten so good?!" 

"This is what I call pure talent, this woman's physique is literally Hercules incarnate!" 

As they analyzed my strength, some people suddenly started to wonder if I was an "Awakened". 

"Oh! Maybe you're an Awakened?! I've heard they awaken physical strength too, but I've never seen 

anybody as strong as you yet…" An instructor asked. 

"E-Eh? Oh no, I haven't awakened anything." I said. "I just love to work out!" I lied. 

"S-Such amazing determination…" 

"I can't believe it… I've been a fool!" 

"Alright boys, we're exercising with this lady!" 

"Alright!" 

Suddenly, several burly men and a few girls got around me and started exercising at my side, while 

chatting about lifting, exercises of various types, and more. I still felt rather embarrassed but… 

somehow, everyone was just being genuinely nice. 

I-Is this what it means to make some gym bros and gym sis? 

… 

Once I was done with my gym activities, I took a bath in the gym's bathroom, where some of the girls 

working out with me noticed my slightly built body. 

"Wow, I can't believe you're so strong without looking too bulky! I envy those curves!" 

"Your shoulders are so small! Yet whenever I touch them, they're as tough as a rock!" 

"Elayne can we get your number? We can meet and do some activities together!" 

"E-Eh? Sure!" I said with a smile. 



I never thought I would make any friend in the gym to be honest, but it was surprisingly amazing, and it 

made me happier. 

And once I walked out of the gym… The young boys interested in me quickly showed up again, ugh. 

"Hey, your name's Elayne right?" 

"How about we go somewhere else? Wanna go for a drink?" 

"If you're free, of course." 

"Err… Well, actually I am super busy right now guys, thanks a lot though! And I have a boyfriend too." I 

said. 

"O-Oh…" 

"Okay then…" 

"Uh…" 

I could notice their faces of disappointment, I've never experienced so many men flocking around me 

like this… To be honest, it made me feel prettier and better with myself, even if that might sound selfish. 

When I was back home, I quickly made some lunch before my daughter came back, and as she said, 

nothing bad has happened either, so I felt relieved. 

Once we were done, I decided to finally log-in. 

My activities for today and tomorrow, and perhaps past tomorrow are to reinforce my territory's 

defenses and also solve the many problems my citizens have through their designated, personal quests. 

Ding! 

[Welcome back, [Player: Planta]!] 
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It has been three days since then, and we were already in the weekend. I had worked my hardest to help 

everybody in my territory both grow stronger and prosper. My daughter seemed to dislike how much I 

concentrated on helping the NPC, but she let me be, as she had been feeling the necessity to work even 

harder now that she knew I was Planta, though our interactions in-game are still a bit awkward, we're 

slowly melting the ice. 

Anyways, I fully dedicated myself to help my subjects in their daily lives. Usually, citizens have 

sometimes problems they present, when they're a bit group with the same problem, a quest would 

usually pop up and I can complete it, they're problems such as needing more houses, an area to farm, or 

certain materials and items they cannot easily get. 

Aside from completing these simple quests, I also slowly decided to complete Special Quests that only 

NPC whom I have high "Bond" Levels can have. As shown before, Titania had a quest named [Help 
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Rebuild the Fairy Kingdom], Acorn had the [Help a Fellow Alchemist!] Quest, Nieve had the [The Frost-

Bound Knightess Crest] Quest, and lastly, Florie had the [Help the Princess in Training] Quest. 

The easiest one was Titania's Quest, her own kingdom territory was still somehow part of my own, so it 

was quite easy to help her rebuild things through the Territory Building System and my own magic and 

that of my friends, such as Lily, Mark, and Rita. In just two days, we rebuilt her walls, reinforced them, 

and also rebuilt her castle, while half of her city was already done, the other half was intact, but going 

through remodeling. 

"Thanks a lot for helping me out, Planta, everyone! Your magic is truly miraculous! Not even I could had 

done so much progress like this! The castle looks so pretty now!" Titania thanked us happily back then. 

Then, I processed to help Florie in her quest to become a proper "princess" though, the only thing I had 

to do is help her gain more confidence in her new position, as she had awakened the mark of the Fairy 

Princess, similar to the mark of the Fairy Queen, it was a special power bestowed to her that granted her 

new magic and a new responsibility. 

This only took a day at most, as I simply had to give her advice and make her feel more proud and 

confident on herself, I also gave her tips and aid while dealing with people of the Kingdom, and Titania 

helped plenty in that as well. 

"I-I still am trying to figure out my position and all, but thanks to you, I was able to somehow figure out 

how to use my magic to help others much better, thanks a lot, Lady Planta!" Florie hugged me back 

then. 

I had simply showed her that even if she didn't had much experience, she could heal other people with 

her magic, and even taught her some alchemy to prepare potions for them, while instructing her how to 

use some Earth and Nature magic to help the rebuilding and remodeling of the Fairy City. 

Moving on, the third quest was rather simple, it seemed that Nieve had been struggling with what to do 

now. It seems she felt shackled to her own responsibilities as Titania's knight, and the leader of the 

magic knights as well. However, she also had the personal desire of accompanying me in my journey, 

and becoming my loyal knightess and friend. 

She was incapable of making a decision herself, and it seemed she was too shy to ask us out loud, so I 

simply crafted her a special "Knight Crest" using my own Spirit Wood and carved on it, gifting to her and 

personally asking her to become my Knight, because I knew that was what she truly wanted. 

"Nieve, I'll need your strength from now on… I know that it is hard, but would you accept this crest to 

become my knight instead?" I asked. "I already spoke with Titania about this, and she was fine with you 

leaving her side to stay by my own." 

"L-Lady Planta…" Nieve felt taken aback, flapping her wings backwards in surprise. "I-I… I'll accept this 

crest… I shall become your Knight! I'll give you all of my utmost loyalty, I will become your sword." 

She was rather swift at agreeing, taking the crest out of my hands incredibly quickly and equipping it on 

her chest plate proudly… Ah, and aside from worrying about this, she has been mostly instructing the 

citizens with talent I had decided to train so they could become stronger. Using the [Magic Sword 

Training Order], she has been instructing and guiding a brand-new generation of magic swordsmen. 



And lastly, I was just finishing Acorn's quest, which was helping him create and device a potion that 

could better help him control his Divine Bloodline and transform around much better. 

FFRSSSHHH…! 

The cauldron was boiling with ingredients, as we both employed our Alchemy Skills and Magic to 

enchant the preparation… However, something was still missing. 

"Hmmm… I need something strong, something capable of holding energy, maybe even emotions, is 

there some sort of material that could do this?" Acorn sighed, feeling frustrated. 

"Sigh… Maybe if we could find something highly magical, maybe spirit crystals- Ah, wait, I think I have 

the perfect item for that." I said with a smile, quickly taking out of my Inventory one of the few items 

I've become capable of retrieving from Earth to Arcadia. 

A Hollow Crystal. 

Interestingly enough, Earth objects that I can bring to Arcadia are limited, and I wasn't even able to do it 

some time before, but it seems the stronger I grow in Earth, the more these Abilities develop. 

For now, I am only limited to the Hollow Crystals and perhaps other smaller materials from monsters, 

but nothing more than that… I'll have to grow a bit stronger before I can transfer big things and vice 

versa. 

"Huh? What is that item?" Wondered Acorn. "I've never seen… Such a deeply contained crystallization 

of emotions, this crystal is an amazing vessel of energies!" 

"I think this might help, let's add it as it is." I said with a smile. 

"Alright…!" Acorn nodded. "[Item Synthesis]!" 

FLAAASH! 
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FLAAASH! 

The materials converged together, as a five large potion bottles filled with a golden liquid emerged from 

the cauldron, one after the other, and floating in midair. They shone with a bright golden aura, exuding 

a slight amount of divinity… 

Ding! 

[You and [NPC: Acorn] have synthetized the [Divine Shapeshift Elixir (A+ Grade)] x5!] 

[You earned 50000 EXP] 

[The [Divine Shapeshift Elixir (A+ Grade)] Potion Recipe has been registered.] 

[Congratulations, you have synthetized a high-quality item with the aid of an NPC Friend!] 

[Your comprehension over the Art of Alchemy has increased.] 
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[It is not possible for your [Alchemy: Lv10 (Max Level)] Skill to undergo Skill Evolution.] 

Oh wow, so making such a high-quality item can give a lot of EXP! I have yet to try my hand in doing 

Alchemy that much, but I've already leveled up the Skill to Max Level when Acorn asked me to help him 

out. 

[Alchemy: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

Grants access to the ability to perform alchemy in-game through the usage of materials obtained from 

all sorts of sources. Items can be created through Alchemy by placing them inside an Alchemy Cauldron, 

which must be created, bought, or borrowed from another source. Items can be created through the 

usage of Alchemy Recipes that can be acquired from certain NPC, other players, or as Rare Drops from 

Monsters. 

Alchemy Recipes can also be created as you randomly create items, every player can make their own 

recipes and create their unique items! Increase your Alchemy Proficiency and Recipe Making Ability with 

each Skill Level. The Brewing and the Gathering Skills are recommended to go along with this Skill. 

It is possible to register Recipes after creating brand-new items, items created using already registered 

recipes will have a 50% chance to increase their quality Rank by a bit, and may gain special, additional 

bonus effects and abilities. 

Additionally, enhances the Quality of Created Items by +100% and enhances the innate effects of 

created items by +50%. 

After reaching Level 10, Skills undergo a lot of changes and often times gain amazing new effects as well, 

and so is the case with the production-type Skills such as Cooking, Mining, and Alchemy. I've also got 

Crafting and Fishing, so I might as well max their soon. 

"Woah, I've done it now!" Acorn was happy. "I-I mean, we've done it!" 

"Yeah! Congrats, Acorn!" I said. "Try it out then." 

"Alright…" Acorn quickly opened a bottle and drank a small part of its contents. "Gulp, gulp, gulp… 

Hmm, tastes like- Guh?! Agh!" 

Suddenly, Acorns started to transform, his body grew several times his size, easily surpassing my own 

and ending at almost five meters of height. His body became more beast-like, instead of his cuter and 

more adorable original form. 

His claws grew sharper, and he gained black stripes around his face, while his eyes shone bright gold… A 

powerful divine aura surged from his body. 

"A-Acorn? Are you alright?" 

"Uggh… ROOAAARRRR!" 

"Eeeh!?" 

Did he just lost control of his powers again?! 



Desperately, I quickly transformed my hands into giant shields made of Spiritual Wood to protect myself 

from his charge attack. 

"GRRRRHHH! GRAAAARRRGH!" Acorn roared, charging towards me. 

"A-Acorn please don't go berserk!" I cried, generating a barrier. 

… 

However, nothing really happened… When I looked back at Acorn, he was laughing at me! 

"Pffff…! Ahahaha! I am messing around! I am fine, Lady Planta!" He laughed. "I can control this form 

really well now! It is not as super powerful as the giant one, but it gives a really decent buff to all my 

stats!" 

"Geez! Do you have to scare me out like that?!" I asked angrily. "For Christ's sake…" I facepalmed. 

"S-Sorry Lady Planta! I-I overdid it…" He apologized. 

"W-Well, it's fine I guess." I sighed. "You've grown really strong now, this transformation is giving you a 

huge buff!" 

[NPC Name]: [Acorn] 

[Title]: [Honorary Player] 

[Race]: [Ratatoskr Descendant: Lv71/100] 

[Job Class]: [Great Alchemist: Lv75/100] 

[Status]: [Divine Bloodline Awakening: Beast Form (Temporary)] 

[Satiation]: [82/100] 

[HP]: [1560/1560] (+2500) 

[MP]: [2330/2330] (+2500) 

[STR]: [356] (+2500) 

[VIT]: [335] (+2500) 

[DEX]: [745] (+2500) 

[AGI]: [755] (+2500) 

[INT]: [830] (+2500) 

[WIS]: [730] (+2500) 

[LUC]: [640] (+2500) 

[Race Skills: 9/10] 



[Beast-folk: Ratatoskr Descendant: Lv6] [Swift Beast Reflexes: Lv8] [Divine Fur Coating: Lv9] [Item 

Launching: Lv7] [Beast Senses: Lv8] [Divine Bloodline Awakening: Lv7] [Transformation: Lv6] [Grimoire 

Magic: Lv12] [Wild Beast Fighting Arts: Lv5] 

[Job Class Skills: 7/10] 

[Great Alchemy: Lv11] [Item Synthesis: Lv13] [Accurate Appraisal: Lv7] [DEX UP: Lv10 (Max Level)] [AGI 

UP: Lv10 (Max Level)] [INT UP: Lv10 (Max Level)] [Talented Crafting: Lv11] 

I checked his Status after a long while since the last time I did, I was so surprised over his growth 

though… We've been pals since I joined BNLO and he has been growing alongside me. Just like I do, a lot 

of his Skills have evolved into stronger forms. 

However, his base stats were still much lower than mine… If we didn't add this massive buff he acquired 

through his transformation skill! +2500 to all stats is insane! What in the world?! 

"A-Acorn, your stats are ridiculous!" I said. 

"Hehe, and this is just the balanced form of my transformation… Let's see… [Attack Form]!" He roared. 

FLAAASH! 

Suddenly, his body shapeshifted again, his chest became much bigger and his arms became huge and 

muscular, like those of a gorilla, his tail grew smaller and so did his back legs, his head became sharper, 

and his fangs bigger, alongside his claws. 

[HP]: [1560/1560] (+3500) 

[MP]: [2330/2330] (+1000) 

[STR]: [356] (+4500) 

[VIT]: [335] (+4500) 

[DEX]: [745] (+500) 

[AGI]: [755] (+1500) 

[INT]: [830] (+500) 

[WIS]: [730] (+500) 

[LUC]: [640] (+500) 

"Wait, what?! So you can even min-max your own stat bonuses?!" I asked. 

"Yep!" He giggled. "Hehehe- Ugh, though doing this drains my energy a lot… I can at most maintain this 

form for ten minutes, but then I need to take a break." 

"Ten minutes is a lot of time!" I said in surprise. 

Acorn has become those types of people that are not aware of their own incredibleness. 
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Ding! 

[Congratulations! You have completed the [Help Rebuild the Fairy Kingdom] [Help the Princess in 

Training] [The Frost-Bound Knightess Crest] [Help a Fellow Alchemist!] Quests!] 

[You have completed all available Bond Quests in a chain! You will receive all Rewards together.] 

[You received the Rewards: [200000 EXP] [20000 Community Points] [A Large Quantity Of Territory EXP] 

[Fairy Queen's Treasure Chest (A Grade)] x1 [Fairy Princess Treasure Chest (A Grade)] x1 [Fairy Frost 

Knightess Treasure Chest (A Grade)] x1 and [Squirrel Alchemist Treasure Chest (A Grade)] x1!] 

[Your Bond Level with all four NPC has increased greatly!] 

[Your Territory Management System has increased to Level 3!] 

[You earned a bonus of 5000 Community Points.] 

[Available Community Points: 27500] 

[Building Level Cap has increased to Level 5!] 

[All Abilities within the Territory Management System have been improved.] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[Your Race, Job Class, and Subclass Levels have increased from Level 88 to Level 89!] 

[All your Stats have increased.] 

[You earned Bonus Stat Points and Skill Points.] 

Oh, nice! The Territory has finally leveled up. Now that it is Level 3, the Level Cap of all buildings has 

increased to Level 5, two levels with each Level. I've also got enough Community Points to upgrade 

some buildings now... Though, what left me the most curious were these treasure chests I acquired. 

They were all themed after my friends. I wonder if I should gift their contents to them instead of keeping 

them for myself. Its not like I don't have tons of items and equipment to use anyways. 

"For now I'll go hunt some monsters to cool down a bit!" Acorn said. "See ya layer Lady Planta!" 

FLAAASH! 

Acorn jumped off the treehouse into the forest far away, landing into the floor and making the entire 

place tremble a bit... 

BAAAMMM...! 

"B-Be careful then!" I sighed. 

After that, I went to visit Titania and had a tea party with her, Nieve, Florie, and Lily, where I discussed 

with them about this Territory power leveling up, and the items I acquired in the quests. 
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"I see, so our own bonds are... somehow connected to the growth of our territory?" Titania analyzed. 

"This System thing is really unique... I-I don't really know what else to say. But I am glad you acquired 

some bonuses out of it." 

"It's awesome!" Florie said. "Also the houses you can make are great too, Lady Planta, all the people are 

saying that they've been sleeping very comfily since you remade their houses." 

"Oh, that's because buildings created with this power have special effects and abilities of some sort." I 

explained. 

"It is certainly intriguing." Nieve nodded. "Nonetheless, Lady Lily, do you want some more tea?" 

"Oh yes, thank you dear." Lily giggled. Her Avatar being an adorable and cute Brownie made her even 

more endearing. 

"Anyways! Because of that, I got these weird... items." I said, taking out the treasure chests. "Usually I 

have so many of these I just hoard them and open them when I really need it, but I kind of want to open 

a few. So let's begin with these." 

"Oh, these are rather colorful treasure chests..." Titania said. "They have... somewhat of a theme, huh?" 

"Yeah, they're one for each of you and Acorn." I said. 

"Me too?" Wondered Lily. 

"Ah, not you Lily, you weren't part of the quests..." I giggled a bit. 

"A-Ah!" Lily quickly realized what I was talking about. "Go on then, sorry." 

"Don't worry." I smiled. "Now..." 

I quickly decided to open all four of them at once. 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 

Much like a video game would do so, the treasure chests opened with flashy bright colors, generating a 

new item while slowly disappearing at the same time. 

Ding! 

[You have opened the [Fairy Queen's Treasure Chest (A Grade)] x1!] 

[You received the [Fairy Queen's Glistening Rainbow Wings (A Grade)] x1!] 

[You have opened the [Fairy Princess Treasure Chest (A Grade)] x1!] 

[You received the [Fairy Princess' Regal Spirit Dress (A Grade)] x1!] 

[You have opened the [Fairy Frost Knightess Treasure Chest (A Grade)] x1!] 

[You received the [Fairy Frost Knightess Lightweight Magic Armor (A Grade)] x1!] 

[You have opened the [Squirrel Alchemist Treasure Chest (A Grade)] x1!] 

[You received the [Squirrel Alchemist's Alchemical Ring (A Grade)] x1!] 



"Ooh, these items do look quite powerful!" I said in surprise. "Such a pretty dress! A-And wings?!" 

"That armor is too big to fit me..." Nieve said. 

"And that dress is too big for me as well..." Florie said. 

"I already have a pair of wings, haha..." Titania giggled. 

"It is pretty obvious already, but these items seem to be intended for you, Planta!" Lily said with a smile. 

"Go on, try them out!" 

"O-Oh, well, my equipment has gotten quite old already..." I sighed with a slight smile. "Alright then!" 

I quickly equipped all items through the item interface in the Status, as they immediately appeared 

across my entire body one after the other, I even gained beautiful wings similar to those of Titania, 

which counted as a "cape" equipment. 

[Fairy Queen's Glistening Rainbow Wings] 

[Item Type]: [Cape] [Wings] 

[Item Rank]: [Mythic] 

[Item Quality]: [A] 

[Item Requirement]: [Max Level Bond With Fairy Queen: Titania] 

[Item Durability]: [15000/15000] 

[Item Effects]: [DEF]: [+1500] [MP]: [+1000] [VIT]: [+250] [DEX]: [+250] [AGI]: [+500] [LUC]: [+500] 

[CHM]: [+1000] [AUT]: [+100] 

[Bonus Effects]: [Movement Speed +25% (B)] [AGI & DEX +20% (B)] [Flight Speed +50% (B)] [Jump Height 

+50% (B)] 

[Item Abilities] 

[Fairy Queen Wings Replica]: As a beautiful pair of replicas of the Fairy Queen's Wings, after equipping 

them, you attain the ability to fly naturally without spending any Mana using other additional magic or 

abilities. Flying for a while, however, will begin consuming Satiation. Once Satiation reaches less than 

20%, you cannot fly anymore. 

[Fairy Queen's Aura]: These beautiful wings generate a powerful Spiritual and Magical Aura, while flying 

using them, INT and WIS increase by +20%, while Spirit Magic Power and Effects are enhanced by +30%. 

[Item Description] 

A pair of wings made to be replicas of those the Fairy Queen possess, only those that have created a 

strong bond with her can equip them, gaining the ability to freely fly. 

Bonus Effects cannot be reset using Potential Cubes. 

"T-These wings are amazing!" 
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These wings were simply awesome, by merely equipping them, they felt like an extension of my body! I 

simply flap them and then I immediately took flight, flying around the large hall in the fairy queen's 

castle, which had a very wide area for fairies to fly around. 

"Uwaah! T-This is a bit confusing- W-Wait, aaaggh!" 

BAAAM! 

However, I immediately fell into the ground by losing my balance. It was much harder than just sitting 

over a flying mount and letting them bring me anywhere I wanted… 

But this is my own ability to fly, I can't just rely on sitting over my familiars all the time, and I would 

sometimes want them elsewhere instead too, so this is convenient. 

The only thing I need to do is… practice how to fly properly. Wind Spirits have helped me "fly" before, 

but it is more like they just shoot me in the air with gusts of winds. 

"Planta! Are you okay?!" Lily and everyone else ran to my side. 

"A-Ahahah, I'm fine~ It'll take a while to learn how to fly with wings…" I sighed. "Could you girls teach 

me later?" 

"Oh? Sure!" Florie said excitedly. 

"It will be an honor." Nieve nodded. 

"Let me instruct you then." Titania nodded. 

"Thanks a lot!" I sighed, getting back up and checking the rest of my equipment. 

The beautiful fairy princess dress was a pastel pink and white dress, with a few ribbons, but looking 

naturally beautiful and that was still rather fitting for an adult woman like myself. 

[Fairy Princess' Regal Spirit Dress] 

[Item Type]: [Dress] [Full Body] 

[Item Rank]: [Mythic] 

[Item Quality]: [A] 

[Item Requirement]: [Max Level Bond With Fairy Princess: Florie] 

[Item Durability]: [20000/20000] 

[Item Effects]: [DEF]: [+2000] [HP]: [+250] [MP]: [+500] [VIT]: [+250] [INT]: [+250] [WIS]: [+500] [LUC]: 

[+500] [CHM]: [+1000] [AUT]: [+100] 

[Bonus Effects]: [Magic Damage Reduction -20% (B)] [INT & WIS +20% (B)] [CHM & AUT +15% (B)] 

[Healing and Buff Magic Effects +50% (B)] 
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[Item Abilities] 

[Fairy Princess Dress Replica]: As a beautiful replica of the Fairy Princess' Dress, after equipping it, you 

gain a slight part of her beauty, authority, and cuteness. While equipping this, your CHM and AUT Stats 

increase by a further +10%. 

[Fairy Princess' Love Aura]: By equipping this dress, you can automatically generate an aura of healing, 

that regenerates 0.50% HP per second to any ally within a 25-meter radius of the user. 

[Item Description] 

A beautiful and gorgeous replica of the dress worn by the Fairy Princess, it contains the glamour and 

cuteness of the fairy princess combined together for someone… a bit older and taller than her. 

Bonus Effects cannot be reset using Potential Cubes. 

Much like the wings, it gives a whopping +1k Charm and +100 Authority! I never thought items could 

ever give Authority, but I'll take what I can. 

The frost fairy knightess armor was silver and blueish, with a shiny light blue aura to it, the armor could 

be equipped over the big dress, making me resemble something like a Princess Knight. 

[Fairy Frost Knightess Lightweight Magic Armor] 

[Item Type]: [Lightweight] [Full Body Armor] [Magic Armor] 

[Item Rank]: [Mythic] 

[Item Quality]: [A] 

[Item Requirement]: [Max Level Bond With Frost Fairy Knightess: Nieve] 

[Item Durability]: [50000/50000] 

[Item Effects]: [DEF]: [+5000] [HP]: [+1000] [STR]: [+250] [VIT]: [+500] [LUC]: [+250] [CHM]: [+250] 

[Bonus Effects]: [Physical Damage Reduction -20% (B)] [STR & VIT +20% (B)] [HP +25% (B)] [Physical 

Attacks Damage +15% (B)] 

[Item Abilities] 

[Frost Fairy Knightess Armor Replica]: As a beautiful replica of the armor worn by the Frost Fairy 

Knightess, after equipping it, Physical Damage Taken is reduced by -10% and Physical Damage Dealt 

increases by +5%. 

[Frost Knight Aura]: While equipping this armor, you can conjure an Aura of Frost, which enhances your 

Physical Attacks with the Ice Element, dealing an additional +50% Ice Elemental Damage. Cost: 1000 MP 

for 5 Minutes. 

[Item Description] 

A beautiful and lightweight set of armor that was made as a replica of the one worn by Nieve, it is tough 

yet its weight is almost nothing, and won't slow you down from moving fast or even flying at all. 



Bonus Effects cannot be reset using Potential Cubes. 

This armor was really good, and it paired exceedingly well with the dress of the fairy princess for an even 

more extra protection. To make things even better, it comes with the special ability to enhance any 

physical damage I deal with ice element, which will further deal an additional +50% more damage. 

And lastly, the Squirrel Alchemist Ring was silver-colored, with a tiny brown jewel shaped in the form of 

a small squirrel head, it was very adorable. 

[Squirrel Alchemist's Alchemical Ring] 

[Item Type]: [Accessory] [Ring] 

[Item Rank]: [Mythic] 

[Item Quality]: [A] 

[Item Requirement]: [Max Level Bond With Squirrel-kin Alchemist: Acorn] 

[Item Durability]: [5000/5000] 

[Item Effects]: [MP]: [+800] [DEX]: [+250] [INT]: [+500] [WIS]: [+250] [LUC]: [+500] [CHM]: [+500] 

[Bonus Effects]: [Alchemy Effects +25% (B)] [MP +25% (B)] [Synthetized Items Quality +50% (B)] [Beast-

type NPC Charm +50% (B)] 

[Item Abilities] 

[Squirrel Alchemist's Ring Replica]: As the replica of a ring worn by a Squirrel Alchemist, after equipping 

it, grants Synthetized Items Quality +20% and a 25% chance for the synthetized item to have a special 

effect. 

[Great Alchemist's Aura]: By equipping this ring, it is possible to unleash a powerful aura that can reduce 

MP Cost of Alchemy by -50% and raises the chances of a successful Synthesis by +30% for 30 Minutes. 

Cooldown: 24 Hours. 

[Item Description] 

A small and adorable ring made as a replica of a certain ring worn by a Squirrel-kin Alchemist. Merely 

wearing it enhances the user's ability with Alchemy. 

Bonus Effects cannot be reset using Potential Cubes. 

This one ring will be surely handy, it has many nice effects for Alchemy in specific, so it'll probably 

incentivize me to work harder with this aspect in BNLO. 

Ding! 

[You have equipped all [Bond Items]! The [Bond Items] Set Effect has been activated.] 

[Set Effect of [Bond Items]: [HP & MP +500] [STR & INT +300] [VIT & WIS +200] [Bond Resonance (A)] 



[Bond Resonance (A)]: [By activating this Skill, you can connect with NPC whom your bonds are the 

strongest, channeling 25% of their Stats and half of their Skills to yourself, and vice versa for 10 Minutes: 

Cooldown: 24 Hours.] 

"I-It even comes with a Set Effect?!" 
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Ding! 

[You have equipped all [Bond Items]! The [Bond Items] Set Effect has been activated.] 

[Set Effect of [Bond Items]: [HP & MP +500] [STR & INT +300] [VIT & WIS +200] [Bond Resonance (A)] 

[Bond Resonance (A)]: [By activating this Skill, you can connect with NPC whom your bonds are the 

strongest, channeling 25% of their Stats and half of their Skills to yourself, and vice versa for 10 Minutes: 

Cooldown: 24 Hours.] 

At the end, once I equipped everything together, I got a message saying all items had a special Set 

Effect, and it is pretty good as well! With this I am all set for now. Especially because whenever my 

friends log-in back to BNLO, we'll be taking a trip to the Ashen Mountains, where the Dwarf Kingdom 

resides. 

This is the place where there's recent information about some sort of new Boss, an Evil Dragon, and 

where we can find the most Dark, Fire, and Earth Attribute Materials for Rita, Mark, and Lily's Physiques. 

Well, until then, I might as well do some other work too. Let's first level up some Skills I want to see for 

myself… 

Ding! 

[You have exchanged 36 Skill Points!] 

[The [Crafting: Lv1] Skill has reached Level 10!] 

[The [Fishing: Lv1] Skill has reached Level 10!] 

[You have yet to acquire enough knowledge and comprehension to allow these Skills to Evolve.] 

[Crafting: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

Grants access to the ability to craft items in-game through the usage of materials obtained from all sorts 

of sources. Items can be crafted using Crafting Recipes that can be acquired from certain NPC, other 

players, or as Rare Drops from Monsters. 

Crafting Recipes can also be created as you randomly make items, every player can make their own 

recipes and create their unique items! Increase your Crafting Proficiency and Recipe Making Ability with 

each Skill Level. The Alchemy and the Metallurgy Skills are recommended to go along with this Skill. 
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It is possible to register Recipes after creating brand-new items, items created using already registered 

recipes will have a 50% chance to increase their quality Rank by a bit, and may gain special, additional 

bonus effects and abilities. 

Additionally, enhances the Quality of Created Items by +100% and enhances the innate effects of 

created items by +50%. 

Crafting has the same new effects that Alchemy acquired, I guess both Skills are very similar in the sense 

of creating items, and can even be used together, which is what I've found out higher level crafters do to 

make their amazing equipment, which can later sell for a ton of money… Maybe I could do this too, huh? 

And then… 

[Fishing: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

Grants access to the ability to fish in game. Real life abilities can be transferred to the game, however. 

As the Skill level increases, you become better at fishing and to apply fishing techniques, while you have 

a higher chance to catch fishes of higher qualities and rarities. Increases damage dealt to Water-type 

monsters by +50%. 

Additionally, while Fishing, increases Damage Dealt to the Fish by +5000 and Enhances Fishing 

Proficiency by +5000. Targets of the Fishing Skill have their maximum defenses lowered by -25%, so 

Fishing can become faster. Fishing Speed is enhanced by +200%, and there's a 25% chance of increasing 

the quality of the Fish you catch. 

Oh, its description is quite similar to the Mining Skill as well, I guess they're somewhat similar in what 

they're about, at the end catching a fish is like fighting a monster underwater with your fishing rod and 

all, so it makes some sense, Mining could be said to be like… fighting rocks and stuff, I guess. 

Hmmm, I feel like fishing now. 

"Hey girls, wanna go hang out in the Spirit Lake?" I asked. "Let's go catch some fishes!" 

"Oh? Sure!" Lily said happily. 

"Well, I guess the day is quite beautiful, fishing doesn't sound so bad." Nieve said. 

"Okay! I'll fish too! I want to catch a big, huge fish!" Florie said. 

"Fufu, it has been a while since I've fished myself, but seeing you two excited has given me a bit of 

motivation to go, alright." Titania nodded. 

Like that, we all teamed up as fishing gals, and went into the Spirit Lake, the largest lake in the Forest of 

Beginnings, which was located right behind my giant Tree Body, it has a bit of shade sometimes in the 

day, but it usually receives the sun directly. 

My familiars were of course with us, all of them looked much bigger, taller, and stronger than ever 

before. But why? Well, yesterday all of them evolved into their stronger forms, looking almost regal. 



Slowly, they're becoming something like divine guardians of the forest, and Belle had already attained 

some sort of divine power within her lightning skills, though it still all a mystery if they're connected to 

such divine beings they have begun to represent. 

"Alright, let's see…" I said, quickly spreading my own arms into several sticks made out of spirit wood, 

and taking a few other materials, such as fur, threads, and tiny pieces of crystal and metal. I swiftly 

crafted some fishing rods for everyone. 

Ding! 

[You've crafted [Spirit Wood Magic Fishing Rod (C+++ Grade)] x4!] 

[The Recipe has been registered.] 

[You earned some Crafting Proficiency.] 

"Alright! There you go everyone, let's fish!" I said happily, using my own hand and transforming it into a 

pseudo fishing rod and pushing it into the lake. 

As for everyone else, I gave them some tiny shrimps to use as bait. 

Suddenly, the second I placed my own bait which was a small flower with the shape of a worm 

underwater, the water stated to move rapidly everywhere… 

And a large shadow, at least the same size as mine, emerged from the lake's depths! 

SPLAAASH! 

"GLUOOP!" 

"Uwaahaah! It is huge!" I said in surprise, beginning to push it into the shore. "Uugh! You're not getting 

away!" 

The huge catfish-like fish started pushing back down into the lake, but I didn't let it get away, employing 

all my strength and the power of the Fishing Skill, a blue-colored aura surged from my hands into the 

fishing rod. 

FLAAAASH! 
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FLAAASH! 

By imbuing my Mana and activating the effects of the Fishing Skill at Level 10, my fishing rod-hand 

gained a powerful, blue-colored aura that booted my strength even further beyond! 

"GLUOOP!" 

The fish's head resurfaced once more, suddenly glaring at me furiously, the lake started to shake, as 

countless of spiraling spears made out of lake water were fired at me at once! 

"[Spiritual Barrier]!" 
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BOOM! BOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

His attacks were absolutely nothing against my Spiritual Barrier, and as I kept pushing and it couldn't do 

anything, it slowly was dragged offshore. The fish struggled moving around, but after a while, it stopped 

moving. 

BAAAM! 

A huge blue colored fish with golden stripes landed over the shore of the lake, my friends were shocked 

when they saw that one huge thing… It was in fact larger than my own body size, around… three, no, 

four meters? 

"Woah! This guy's huge!" Said Florie. "I want to catch something this big too!" 

"Amazing… Is this the strongest fish in the lake?" Wondered Nieve. 

"A-Ahahah, there's no way I just caught the strongest fish…" I laughed. 

"Well, the Spirit Lake is home for many powerful and mystical fishes, it used to be even bigger back in 

the past, it has dried out a lot, but that could also mean that the bigger fishes have few places to hide 

now…" Titania smiled. 

"Ooh, we could make it fried later!" Lily recommended. 

"Yeah, I think we could!" I nodded. 

Ding! 

[You've caught the [Giant Golden-Stripped Regal Catfish: Lv54]!] 

[You earned 5000 EXP] 

Oh that's some nice EXP… I guess I'll be fishing a few more. The rarer they are, the more interesting it 

could be. Though, not all fish can just be cooked, right? 

Maybe keeping an aquarium and catching them alive could be a thing… Wait, is it even possible? There's 

a "fish compendium" that registers every fish I catch, and there's hundreds of them everywhere. 

"Well, let's resume this, I'm a bit bored anyways!" I giggled. 

Like that, I spent the next hour fishing with my friends, catching all sorts of fishes, as I fished them, they 

kept getting weirder and more beautiful looking, and they were all huge behemoths! 

Ding! 

[You've caught the [Large Orange Pike: Lv47]!] 

[You earned 4000 EXP] 

Ding! 

[You've caught the [Giant Pink Koi: Lv55]!] 

[You earned 5000 EXP] 



Ding! 

[You've caught the [Shadow Stalker Goldfish: Lv57]!] 

[You earned 5000 EXP] 

Ding! 

[You've caught the [Iridescent Lake Manta Ray: Lv52]!] 

[You earned 5000 EXP] 

Ding! 

[You've caught the [Giant Black Spiked Shark: Lv58]!] 

[You earned 5000 EXP] 

"Phew… This one shark was sure the biggest of the bunch!" I sighed in relief, cleaning some of the sweat 

over my forehead. "How's everyone's fishing doing?" I looked at my friends, as they had their own 

buckets rather full. 

"I can't catch any big one but I've caught tons of tiny ones…" Florie sighed. "Ahaha… Eh?! Oh! I've 

leveled up a lot out of it!" Said Florie in surprise. 

"Me too." Nieve nodded. "This is my biggest one, looks like you've got a way to go before you can reach 

my level, Florie." Nieve showed a huge catfish of over two meters. 

"Not fair!" Florie sighed. "And what about the queen- HUH?!" 

Titania hasn't even been fishing at all, she caught one single fish, a beautiful, semi-transparent pink fish 

named "Angel Spirit Fish" and then sat down in a beach chair and started to bathe in the sunlight with 

some sunglasses, while eating ice cream. 

"Oh? Ah, I have kind of forgotten about all of that…" Said Titania while giggling. "This ice cream and iced 

tea are really good…" 

"That's not fair, Queen Titania!" Florie pouted. "And what about Lily- Huh? She's not fishing either!" 

Lily was at the other side of the lake using her pickaxe to mine large and colorful elemental spirit crystals 

that had been growing around, she had completely forgotten about fishing. 

"Hmm? Ah! Are you girls done? I was just mining some shiny jewels." Lily giggled. 

"We're almost done, there's this one guy I am trying to catch first…" I said, trying to pull a huge fish that 

was pushing me down constantly. 

SPLASH! SPLAAASH! 

The water constantly shook, water splashing everywhere, a larger shadow than we had ever seen before 

resurfaced from the waters. 

SPLAAAAAAASSHHH!!! 



It was a giant golden koi fish, shining brightly. His scales were as if they were made of gold, and his 

enormous eyes blazed with orange and red color. It had a long tail with fins that resembled golden 

threads, and it exuded an aura of prowess… It was at least, over ten meters of height. 

"W-What is that?!" Florie was shocked. 

"A-A Giant Goldfish?!" Nieve asked. 

"T-That fish…" Titania suddenly took off he sunglasses, glancing at the fish with her mouth wide open. 

"Y-You're surely huge…" I sighed in disbelief. "But I am not giving up!" 

"GLUOOOOP!" 

SPLASH! SPLASH! SPLASH! 

The Golden Koi fish groaned furiously, suddenly opening its mouth, and unleashing a giant beam of pure 

light… 

Wait, what?! 

BOOOOOOMMM!!! 

"GRRRHHH…!" 

However, Silver appeared in front of me and protected me from the beam with his silver scales, which 

shone brightly, repelling the magical beam of light the Golden Koi unleashed. 

"Silver…" I said. "Alright, you want to give me a hand? Just make sure to protect me from blows, I'll take 

care of the rest!" 

"Roar!" Silver roared while nodding. 

SPLAAAASH! 

The Golden Koi didn't lost any second, swimming back into the lake and beginning to drag me into the 

lake with his enormous strength. 

"I'm not… giving up!" I quickly inserted my foot into the shores and spread my roots deep down, 

anchoring myself in the ground and managing to resist the dragging strength. 

"GLUOOP!" 

SPLASH! 

Suddenly, the Golden koi jumped off the water, emerging in midair momentarily, his blazing eyes 

glanced into my very soul, and then, several magic circles appeared around his body, shooting beams of 

light right before he descended into the lake's waters once more. 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 
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Ding! 

[The [King of the Spirit Lake] is furious over your insolence!] 

[His Magical Aura is boosting his Light Attribute Magic Damage by +100%!] 

[Several beams of light are being fired at you!] 

[Cease at once before you awaken his fury completely!] 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

Several enormous rays of light were fired towards me, exploding into loud, light explosions that blew 

away everything sitting around us, Titania and everyone else had to quickly fly away from the utter 

chaos caused by this fish's magical power. 

"ROOOAARRR!" Silver roared, rushing forwards. Moving her gigantic tail, she quickly shielded me from 

most explosions, while my barriers of spiritual energy did the rest. 

"Silver, don't let it escape!" I said. 

"ROAR!" Silver nodded, using her water-manipulation magic to quickly control the lake's water and force 

it to wrap around the Golden Koi, stopping its movements downwards. 

"GLUOOP! GRAAH!" The Koi furiously roared back at me, suddenly, leaping towards me instead of 

constantly trying to escape. 

SPLAAAASH! 

"E-Eh?!" 

"GROOOAAAAHHH!!!" 

Its gigantic jaws opened, about to swallow me whole! It even jumped out of the water easily to just eat 

me?! 

"Hah, as if that's going to work anyways!" I smiled confidently, imbuing the power of the Ice Element 

into my fishing rod from my new armor, and then suddenly freezing half of the Golden koi's face! 

FLAAASH! 

"G-GLUOOOP?!" 

SPLASH! 

It instantly retreated the moment it felt threatened, ice was dangerous against fish monsters, mostly 

because they were covered in water and were always on water themselves, which can obviously freeze 

quickly. 

FRSHHH! SPLAAASH! 

However, not even five seconds after that while I kept trying to pull it out, it jumped into the air again, 

its eyes shone with golden light, firing literal lasers out of them! 



FLAAASH! FLAAASH! 

BOOOOOMM!!! BOOOOMMM!! 

"O-Oi, you're terrorizing the entire forest!" I complained, pushing more and more. I quickly started to 

activate several skills at once, channeling the power of Nature's Assimilation and Spirit Fusion, 

strengthening myself further and further… 

"Just… Be a good fish!" I roared, quickly stepping out of the ground and beginning to push towards the 

forest, dragging my own fishing rod arm and the fish, incapable of moving as much as it wanted thanks 

to Silver's water magic restraining it, was quickly dragged off-shore! 

SPLAAAASH! 

RUMBLE! 

The huge, over ten meters tall Golden-scaled Koi fell into the dry shore, beginning to move around 

angrily, shaking the entire ground, and groaning while failing to breath properly. 

"I-I've got you now…" I laughed rather evilly. "Hahaha…!" 

Ding! 

[Congratulations! You've caught the [Giant Golden Koi, King of the Spirit Lake: Lv100]!] 

[Your Fishing Proficiency has increased tremendously!] 

[The [Fishing: Lv10 (Max Level)] Skill can now Evolve.] 

[You earned 200000 EXP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[Your Level has increased from Level 89 to Level 90!] 

[All your Stats have increased.] 

[You earned Bonus Stat Points and Skill Points.] 

[You gained the [Advanced Fisher] Title!] 

[You gained the [King of the Lake Fisher] Title!] 

[Advanced Fisher] 

Acquisition Conditions: Catch 100 Fish through the Fishing Skill. 

Equip Bonus: +250 HP & MP, +200 STR, +5000 Fishing Power. 

A Title given to a Fisherman that has fished over a hundred fishes, your achievements have simply 

continued to grow! Now there's a whole world of fishes out there, catch em' all! 

[King of the Lake Fisher] 

Acquisition Conditions: Catch The King of the Lake of a certain region. 



Equip Bonus: +200 to all Stats, +10000 Fishing Power, +25% Damage to Fish-type Monsters. 

A Title given to a Fisherman that has done the impossible and caught the mythic King of the Lake, 

powerful fishes that roam the Lakes around the world. Catch one and you'll become famous, catch a 

dozen and you'll become a fishing legend. Additionally, this Title makes all Fishing-related Title Effects 

active at all times, even when not equipped, including this Title. 

[An outstanding achievement!] 

[You have permanently gained +50 STR, INT, AGI, and AUT] 

[You gained a bonus of 500 World Boss Points by subjugating a powerful Boss yourself!] 

Wait, what, this guy was a Boss? I guess… well, it was the King of the Spirit Lake after all but still, it is a 

bit exaggerated… Ah, it was Level 100, huh? 

"GLUOOP! GLUOOP!" 

It was still shaking and moving around, making the entire shore tremble. 

"Well, I guess I'll have to end your suffering." I said while taking out a big knife from my Inventory. "I'll 

make you into a delicious fillet, fishie." 

"GLUOOOOOOP!!!" The fish suddenly looked at my knife in horror. 

"W-Wait! Planta!" Suddenly, Titania stopped me. 

"Huh? What happened?" I wondered. 

"T-That's the King of the Spirit Lake, he's… the descendant of an ancient lineage of intelligent fish 

monsters that protected this lake when it was huge…" Sighed Titania. "I-I can't believe they still have a 

descendant…" 

"Eh? Intelligent?" I wondered. "But he can't even talk…" 

"He can! You just have yet to learn to speak with animals." Titania sighed. "[Vocalization]" 

Titania suddenly conjured a mysterious spell into the huge fish, and then, his groans became words! 

"UWAAAAGH! P-Please don't kill meeeee! I don't want to dieeeee! That worm looked so tasty, I can't 

believe it was just a flower!" He started to cry. 

"Y-You can really talk?!" I was in shock. 

Silver started to look at the fish while drooling, licking her jaws… 

"GRRRHHH…!" She slowly opened her jaws, about to give the fish a nice nibble. 

"W-Wait a second Silver, don't eat him!" I sighed. "Agh, I can't just… kill this intelligent fish now!" 

"GRAARRGH?!" Silver complained. 

"You can eat those over there!" I said, pointing at my other catches. 

"Raarrr…" She sighed in disappointment but went to eat anyways. 



The fish suddenly started to cry right away. 

"UWAAAAH! Thank you so MUCH! Y-You're such a kindhearted soul! I was so, SO afraid of getting eaten 

by that thing! A-And I can assure you that I DON'T TASTE GOOD AT ALL!" He started crying. "P-Please 

don't eat me!" 

"W-We are sorry for this mistreatment, King of the Lake." Titania sighed. "We just… didn't thought it was 

you because you weren't even speaking until now even when I used the spell!" 

"I-I… well, I tend to get a bit wild when I find a tasty worm…" The Golden Koi sighed. "B-But I am 

intelligent!" 


